In this work, near infrared spectroscopy (NIR) and an acoustic measure (AWETA) (two non-destructive methods) were applied in Prunus persica fruit 'Calrico' (n=260) to predict Magness-Taylor (MT) firmness. Separate and combined use of these measures was evaluated and compared using PLS and LS-SVM regression methods. Also, a Mutual Information (MI)-based variable selection method, seeking to find the most significant variables to produce optimal accuracy of the regression models, was applied to a joint set of variables (NIR wavelengths and AWETA measure). The newly proposed combined NIR-AWETA model gave good values of the determination coefficient (R 2 ) for PLS and LS-SVM methods (0.77 and 0.78, respectively), improving the reliability of MT firmness prediction in comparison with separate NIR and AWETA predictions. The three variables selected by the variable selection method (AWETA measure plus NIR wavelengths 675 and 697 nm) achieved R 2 values 0.76 and 0.77, PLS and LS-SVM. These results indicated that the proposed MI-based variable selection algorithm was a powerful tool for the selection of the most relevant variables.
INTRODUCTION
From the time the fruit of peach (Prunus persica) is harvested, it is separated from its source of nutrients but the fruit tissues continue breathing and are physiologically active. Ripening is linked to complex physical and chemical changes, such as softening, increased concentration soluble sugars, flavour and colour changes. These processes are important because they influence changes that occur during storage, transportation, and marketing and to some extent affect its nutritional value and sensorial characteristics 1 . In addition, these metabolic processes are influenced by external factors such as seasonal and genetic factors, e.g. crop variety or situation. Harvest date not only influences product quality but also boosts production while minimizing agricultural costs 2 .
Firmness is one of the parameters that correlates best with fruit ripeness and is ultimately very useful in determining the optimal harvest date 3, 4 . Firmness can be defined as the resistance by the fruit pulp 5 to penetration force. Firmness has long been determined by the destructive 'Magness-Taylor' method (MT). The MT test involves attaching a dynamometer to a cylindrical rod, which is inserted 8 mm into the fruit pulp after part of the skin is removed. Although this test is inexpensive and fast, it is of limited usefulness because it destroys the fruit. Also, it renders uncertain values and is highly variable, depending on the force exerted by the operator and fruit spot from where the measurements are taken.
Since 2003, more practical and reproducible non-destructive methods have been developed for estimating fruit firmness with the aim of replacing destructive ones. One such method involves the use of acoustic signals caused by vibrations or mechanical impacts to the fruit. The resonant frequency that is emitted by an object depends directly on the geometry, mass, and modulus of elasticity of the material being analysed 6 . Acoustical tests performed on the sample are stimulated by a low-intensity impact, producing a vibratory response within an audible range (20-20000 Hertz) . The response is recorded with a microphone and the signal in time is processed using Fast Fourier Transform to produce the corresponding signal in the frequency, which produces an acoustic firmness index. Signals recorded in these non-destructive methods are related to the desired estimation parameter from which calibration equations are formulated. The resulting firmness MT value is considered to be reference. Despite the variability, it is an acceptable reference in fieldwork. Linear model connections are some of the more commonly used regression methods, such as Multiple Linear Regression´ (MLR) 13 , "Principal Components Regression' (PCR) 14 , Partial Least Squares (PLS) 15 . Nonlinear methods such as 'Least Squares Support Vector Machines' (LS-SVM) 16 and 'Artificial Neural Networks' (ANN) 17 are used also.
The use of variable selection methods is of particular relevance in these types of physicochemical property-modelling problems related to fruit ripeness. These methods aim to determine the actual contribution of the factors (wavelengths, acoustic frequencies) considered in estimating the objective parameter. These techniques enable the development of predictive models by eliminating spurious factors that complicate the model and that may affect output. In the case of NIRS, different authors have used the selection of variables to improve their results, such as 16 18 and Uninformative Variable Elimination (UVE) 19 . In addition, methods based on Mutual Information (MI) are of particular relevance 20, 21 . These methods use MI as a measure of nonlinear correlation among intervening factors and the variable to be estimated. They have the advantage of not altering the original features considered and directly detect the factors.
The main objective of this work was to investigate peach firmness prediction from the variety 'Calrico' using information gained through non-destructive methods Vis / NIR and acoustic signalling (AWETA). A Mutual-Information-based variable selection method was developed to identify the relevance of both sources of information and select the most prominent factors to make the prediction and build the most accurate and reproducible models.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Samples
This study was performed during 2010 and 2011, in an experimental peach (Prunus persica) orchard, called AFRUCAS, located in the area of "Badilla del Corral de Dolader", belonging to Caspe, (Zaragoza, Spain). The experiment was performed on peach variety 'Calrico' over a hybrid pattern. This variety is of particular interest in the area of Bajo Aragón, which has applied for the certificate of origin 'Calanda'. The trees were planted in 2000, in a pattern of 5x3 meters. Fertigation was applied by local drip (25,000 L/ha/h). Samples (260 fruits) were harvested in 2010 (150), 50 samples were harvested weekly for three weeks and in 2011 (110), 22 peaches were tested weekly for five weeks. In this way, maturity ranged from hard green (unripe) to soft mature (overripe) stages. The samples were harvested early in the morning, transported at 20ºC to the lab for analysis (same afternoon). Non-destructive determinations (AWETA and NIRS) were made prior to destructive MT firmness determination.
Vis/NIR spectroscopy
Spectra from intact peaches were measured with a reflectance modular equipment Multispec instrument (AG Tec5, AM Frankfurt, Germany) equipped with a spectrometer SC -NEM I (Zeiss, Jena, Germany) (range: 400-1060 nm,  =1nm), a halogen light source (12 V and 20 W), and one fibre optic to conduct the light from source on the sample and another fibre to carry the light reflected by the samples to the detector. The illumination-measurement geometry was set up at 45º/0º ( Figure 1 )
The measured spectra were the average of 50 spectra (integration time 400ms). Two spectral measurements were made per fruit at two fixed opposed positions on the equator, using the mean of the two spectra for the calibration processes.
Acoustic measurements
Acoustic firmness measurements were made by means of a commercial desktop acousticfirmness sensor (model AFS, AWETA, The Netherlands). The sensor recorded the weight and resonant frequencies of the acoustic vibration generated by gently tapping the fruit on the equatorial area, from which an acoustic firmness index was provided by AWETA equipment 22, 23, 24 FI=fR 2 m
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In this index, the mass (m, Kg) and the resonant frequency of maximum amplitude are related (fR, Hz) Acoustic measurements were made three times per fruit and the average value was calculated.
Magness-Taylor test
The Magness-Taylor firmness test was performed using a hand-held penetrometer Fruit Pressure Tester FT32 (Istituto per la Valorizzazione dei Prodotti Agricoli, Italy) with a probe 8 mm in diameter. The fruit skin was removed with a blade at two positions around the equator and firmness measured (Kg). The firmness was tested in the same area where NIR reflectance spectra were measured.
Data analysis
Chemometric data analysis was performed using the Matlab R2009a software with own programming. Different pre-treatment combinations were evaluated for calibration models such as MSC (Multiplicative Scatter Correction), SNV (Standard Normal Variate) and derivate in first and second order. Finally the best results were found using normalization with the mean 0 and variance 1 of the values for each wavelength and acoustic measurement. This type of normalization is applied individually to each variable considered, whether it be spectral or otherwise; in this way it is independent of whether or not fusion is variable 20, 25 Selection of samples for calibration and validation purposes is one of the critical steps when developing a calibration model. To detect the spectra of outliers, a principal components analysis (PCA) was performed. The samples detected as outliers were not included in the calibration groups. Three different random subdivisions on calibration and validation data were performed, using a ratio 2:1 for calibration and validation, respectively 10 
Partial Least Square analysis (PLS)
PLS is a regression method often used to construct prediction models for reference parameters established by destructive methods. A high number of variables which may have high collinearity are used. PLS, which allows the Vis/NIR spectra to correlate with physico-chemical parameters of the fruit, has been used in a considerable number of studies related to the prediction of indices in fruits and vegetables 26, 27, 28 .
In the present study, calibration models were developed to predict firmness in intact peaches. LFold Cross-validation (L=10) was used to avoid overfitting in the development of the calibration models 3, 10, 29, 30 
Least squares support vector machine (LS-SVM)
Least squares support vector machine (LS-SVM) is a regression model that has been used in recent years to predict parameters related to fruit ripening and other chemical and physical properties. It has the ability to deal with linear and nonlinear multivariate modelling and resolving these problems in a relatively quick way 31 . Previous research has demonstrated the potential of this non-linear regression model for several quantitative applications in agro-food products 32, 11, 33 . In the LS-SVM model development, the radial basis function (RBF) kernel was used. Grid-search and cross-validation (LSSVMLab, 25 ) were used to achieve the optimal combination of gam (γ) and sig 2 (δ) hyper-parameters of the model.
In both regression methods, the statistics used to select the most accurate models were: coefficient of determination for cross validation (Rcv 2 ) and standard error of cross validation (SECV) 34 . Other statistics used were the coefficient of variation (%CV), defined as the percentage ratio of the SECV to the mean value of the reference data for the calibration set, and the RPD (Residual Predictive Deviation) calculated as the ratio of the standard deviation (SD) of the reference data to the SECV 34 .
These latter two statistics facilitate the comparison of results found with sets of different means 34 .
Predictive models formulated were subsequently subjected to internal validation. The effect of different settings on the performance of the model was evaluated by comparing root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP) determination coefficient in validation (R 2 ), bias and standard error of prediction (SEP).
Mutual Information Backwards Variable selection
Mutual information (MI) is a non-linear correlation measurement from the Information Theory 35 . For two sets of continuous variables, X and Y, it can be calculated by:
( ) ( ) where ( ) is the joint probability density function (PDF) of X and Y, and ( ) is the marginal density function of the set of variables X. Its advantage in comparison with other correlation criteria is that it is able to identify non-linear relations among the variables involved.
Several attempts have been reported in recent literature for designing algorithms to identify the most relevant factors (wavelengths and/or other factors) for predicting chemical properties, many of those being based on mutual information 20, 21, 36 . Variable selection aims at identifying irrelevant and redundant variables for their rejection. Identification of redundant variables is critical in spectrometric problems, as nearby wavelengths provide usually similar information. The reduction in variables needed to predict any magnitude is essential to reduce experimental and evaluation costs, but also for increasing the so-called generalization capability of the models, i.e. prediction capability on unseen data 37 .
The method proposed in this work is an approach first published 38 and adapted for continuous variables 37 , which is based on the Markov blanket concept. Given a set of input variables X and an output variable Y, a set of variables Mi in X is said to be a Markov blanket for a variable xi in X with respect to Y, if ( } ) ( ), provided that Mi itself has all the information that xi has about Y. A Markov blanket is thus a group of variables that subsumes the mutual information content in a certain variable, in practice (and for our purposes) with respect to the objective variable. The algorithm consists of a backwards variable selection method which starts with the complete set of variables, and iteratively discards those which are detected to have a Markov Blanket in the remaining set XG of variables-that is, those whose information with respect to Y is already present in the remaining set XG of variables.
The algorithm states the following steps: In this way, the relevance of variables (in reverse order) is ranked. Under this operation, it should be noted that variables that have low influence with respect to the output variable (irrelevant variables) will be soon discarded, as the Lossi value should tend to 0. Similarly, redundant variables are iteratively discarded at earlier stages. Relevant variables with low redundancy are the last to be "chosen". Further discussion about efficiency, character and operation of the algorithm can be found 39 .
The Mutual Information estimator used in this work is the k-nearest neighbours one 40 , as it has been shown in the literature to have a more robust behaviour with respect to other alternatives when working with groups of variables. The p parameter of the algorithm (in step 2.a of the algorithm) will take the value p = 1, as recommended 39 . Table 1 shows the number of calibrated and validated samples. Mean values, standard deviation, range, and coefficient of variation for three subdivisions of the initial set of samples from the MT firmness parameter are also shown for all three groups. It is observed that all three calibration groups present similar mean values, range, and standard deviation. The range of validation of the subgroups is included in those of calibration, which demonstrates that group selection has been made correctly. The values of standard deviation and coefficient of variation indicate high variability in each group.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Data Description
MT firmness prediction through acoustic measurement
The correlation between the data of MT firmness and acoustic signal was studied. Regression coefficients of the three study groups were between R 2 = 0.52 and 0. . The results show that, despite having higher R 2 values than previously reported, the acoustic signal had correlations with MT firmness which were relatively low in comparison with other non-destructive methods, such as spectroscopy Vis / NIR 43 . Figure 2 shows the average spectra Vis/NIR of peaches at different ripeness stages. The main component of these spectra is the peak chlorophyll absorption (680 nm). Chlorophyll content decreases as fruit ripens. The absorption peak decline was observed until the fruit reached a ripeness point at which the peak disappeared. Changes in the spectral region below 700 nm were attributed to changes in fruit colour, due to pigment absorption, disappearance of chlorophyll and synthesis of coloured pigments, mainly carotenoids and anthocyanins.
MT firmness prediction through Vis/NIR spectroscopy
Calibration models for MT firmness prediction of peach based on Spectra Vis/NIR were developed with both linear regression (PLS) and nonlinear regression (LS-SVM). Table 2 shows the statistical parameters determined from the analysis through both methods of regression and for the three calibration groups. The Rcv 2 values for PLS and LS-SVM had the same value (0.7);a good correlation between spectra and firmness. The nonlinear model LS-SVM presented lower SECV values and higher RPD values for the three calibration groups, signifying that the nonlinear regression method provided a better correlation between MT firmness and the absorption spectrum. Table 3 shows the statistics of internal validations performed for the three sample groups. Regression coefficients from the PLS model for one of the calibration sets are shown in Figure 3 . The more relevant wavelengths in the absorption spectrum of peach are identified by higher values, in absolute value, of the regression coefficients. Specifically, it is observed that the bands 470-550 nm and 650-690 nm are of great importance. Bands in 400 and 1060 nm were not considered because they contributed excessive noise and did not improve model. The higher regression coefficient values in the range of 600-700 nm are consistent with previous studies 9, 23, 4, 11 that consider the visible region to be directly related to fruit ripeness. These absorption bands are related to the pigments that provide the fruit with colour.
MT firmness prediction through the combining of the acoustic signal and spectra Vis/NIR
The acoustic index was combined with each of the spectral vector samples Vis / NIR, giving extended input data (194x661). With the same objective, acoustic measurement was added to the Vis / NIR spectrum. Similar strategies carried out 24 with mango (R The results demonstrated the suitability of a new method involving the pooling of heterogeneous information gathered using several methods to construct more effective calibration models for predicting physico-chemical parameters of fruits and vegetables. Therefore, fusion of the firmness index and Vis/NIR spectra are assumed to give more robust predictions for fruit-flesh firmness. Calibration equations were formulated from the proposed regression methods (Table 2) following the same methodology as in the previous cases. Rcv 2 values were found to be greater for both methods (LS-SVM, 0.8-0.9 and 0.7 PLS).
SECV values were lower for PLS and LS-SVM. RPD values were above 2 in each of the three groups.
Internal validation was also performed (Table 3 ). RMSEP and coefficients of variation were lower and regression coefficients were higher.
Variable selection
To reduce the number of variables (wavelength and acoustic response) and analyse the possibility of improving the generalization ability of the models constructed, we applied the variable selection method backwards; based on Mutual Information (MI) 39 . Many researchers use selection methods to detect the most relevant variables for which simpler models and higher outputs result 45 , making use of the correlation coefficient and 18 with the method called Successive Projection Algorithm (SPA). Figure 4 shows the output of the models built through two methods of regression on the number of variables. There is an increase in R 2 with respect to the use of two to three variables. In the third variable, the increase in factors does not imply an immediate output increase.
The regression coefficient calculated by using three variables was 0.77 and 0.73 for LS-SVM and PLS respectively. This pattern is observed in all three groups of calibration. LS-SVM models responded better to the creation of models with fewer variables, as shown in similar works 46, 16, 3 . This may have occurred because in the nonlinear method, both linear and non-linear are taken, whereas linear models (PLS) work only with a linear relationship between spectral and physicochemical data. Table 3 shows the results of validation of the model constructed with three factors. In both cases for LS-SVM and PLS, the R 2
and RMSEP values were improved and %CV was similar. The main advantages of variable selection reduced collinearity, redundancy, and noise. The use of the spectrum involved building a model with only three variables that produced better results.
From the three variables selected, two correspond to wavelengths of the spectrum Vis/ NIR and the third is the firmness index formulated from the acoustic signal. The two selected wavelengths in the three groups proved similar (679 and 696 nm, 675 and 697 nm, 674 and 693 nm). This confirms the importance of the chlorophyll absorption region to determine MT firmness (see figure 4) . Similar results have been reported for apples 47, 48, 23 . In this way, to calculate the state of ripeness with much simpler instrumentation that requires only two simple optic devices in the visible region, with a filter and a detector for each wavelength selected. The diffraction grating and detector array are eliminated. AWETA equipment becomes necessary.
CONCLUSIONS
This work, using the peach variety 'Calrico', develops a non-destructive method, increasingly demanded by horticultural and agricultural production centres, for MT firmness. The peach variety treated is of particular interest in the area of Bajo Aragón in Spain, which seeks its certificate of origin 'Calanda'. The proposed method is based on the pooling of non-destructive heterogeneous information, specifically a measure of acoustic pulse and spectral data Vis/NIR. Initially, the results show that the combination of two non-destructive methods AWETA and Vis/NIR spectroscopy improve the reliability of MT firmness prediction with respect to a single source of information used alone. With this new approach, values R 2 and RMSEP improved in all cases.
Furthermore, it was found that the Vis/NIR spectrum provided greater reliability to estimate MT firmness than did the AWETA measure.
Finally, the variable selection method based on mutual information used succeeded in finding three optimal parameters for model calibration from both information sources: the acoustic measurement and two wavelengths and for each the corresponding visible chlorophyll absorption region. While using three variables LS-SVM, maintenance was observed (and even slightly increased) in the output of the calibration models (in comparison with the PLS models). Furthermore a considerable simplification of the constructed prediction models was obtained. The equation formulated uses only 3 of the 661 available input variables, providing a simpler methodology and being more affordable in the field of agriculture.
Lastly, it should be noted that this proposed methodology could be applied to any species and variety of fruit and vegetable, as expected in the future. Table 1 . Samples number (n), mean (X), standard deviation (SD), range and coefficient variation (%CV) for firmness in the three calibration and validation groups 
